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Introduction
I attended APLAS(Asian Symposium on Programming Languages and Systems) 2018
conference which is held in Wellington, New Zealand from 12/3 to 12/5. Because of
flight schedule, I departed at 12/1 and arrived at 12/6. In this report, I am going to share
my first experience of attending international conference. All pictures are taken and
shared by professor Alex Potanin, General Chair of APLAS 2018.

Flight and accommodation
To visit Wellington, I and my colleagues had to take connecting flights. From Incheon,
we passed through Narita and Oakland. It takes almost 14-15 hours in plane. After
arriving, we went to Hotel near by Victoria University of Wellington, which is the place
for APLAS 2018.

Registration, paper talk

Figure 1: Talk of accepted papaers
At 3rd December, the conference were going to start, so we registered the conference
and went to presentation room. There was about 80 people in the room, and presenter
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talked about their paper. Talks are categorized to 7 topics, and there was 3 presenters for
each topic. Each talk was taken for 30 minutes including QnA. I cannot understand the
talk much because I am not expert of these topics, so I concentrated more to understand
the problem which they want to solve, and why the problem is important. Description of
some talks are explained in later section.

Keynote talk

Figure 2: Keynote talk for first day by Prof. Amal Ahmed
Every day, there was one keynote presentation. On talk, presenter was going to show
problem of current literature, state-of-the-art solution, and further works to be improved.
Each walk was taken for 1 hour 30 minutes. I think keynote talks are more organized
and easier to understand than paper talk, because it has more time to explain background
and they explains key ideas instead of full details like paper talks. Every talks were
impressive to me, and I learned about new topics from some talks. Description of some
talks are explained in later section.

Poster session
There was a poster session at 6 pm on the first day. Poster session was a good time to
talk with presenters because paper talk and keynote talk has limited time. Some paper
talk presenters was also attended as poster session presenter, so I was able to talk with
them about previous presentation. From these conversation, I was able to understand
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Figure 3: Poster session of first day
more about current research trends. Also it was a great time to learn about new topics
about programming languages.

Banquet

Figure 4: Short meeting before main banquet
There was a banquet on the second day. Before the banquet, participants have conversation with some drinks. I and colleagues talked with some researchers, but I couldn’t
say much. Many researchers were talking about their research topic and contents of
paper and keynote talks. I also tried to talk with professor Amal Ahmed, who gave a
great keynote talk about compositional compiler verification. But she was surrounded by
people, so I couldn’t talk with her at banquet. At lunch time on third day, I finally talked
with her. I explained my current interest and question related to her talk and my topic.
She had interest of my talking and gave me advice about my question.
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Conclusion
It was a great time to experience a big event of researchers, and a pleasure to learn
about recent studies and ideas from many presenters. I also learned the importance of
presentation because if the presentation is poor, then audiences cannot understand the
greatness of research. Finally, I thought that it is better to talk my ideas to people as
many as I can share with.

Interesting talks of APLAS 2018
[Keynote] Compositional Complier Verification for a multi-language world
This talk shows the problem of compiler verification, and recent approches to solve
the problem. Compiler verification is that verifying the semantic equivalacne of source
program and target program. Compiler verification for simple assumption (all source
code is available and target program is generated from only one compiler) is done by
CompCert (C verified compiler), but there are many other problems which does not
satisfies that assumption. One of the problem is that verifying a program with linking.
For this case, target code is not fully generated from verfied compiler, so we need to
redefine the equivalance of semantic. In this talk, presenter suggests the general setting
for proving compositional compiler correctness problem and shows her work for proving
correctness of multi-language program.

Relational Thread-Modular Abstract Interpretation Under Relaxed Memory Models
This research suggests abstract interpretation method for concurrent programs in Total
Store Ordering model. Concurrent program has many simplified models, because exact
model is very complicate. The most complicate model which are similar to real-word
machine is Weak Memory Concurrency, and it is very hard to analyze because instruction
is not executed sequentially. This work was developed from previous work, which were
able to analyze Total Store Ordering model which is a particular model of weakly consist
memory model, but only applicable for two threads.

[Keynote] Soufflé: A Datalog Engine for Static Analysis
Datalog is a langauge for declare and solving logical relations, and it is often used by
static analyzers to find transitive closures of logical relation. But Datalog engine is
developed for solving general-purpose logical relation, its speed is not so fast to use in
production code. To solve this problem, Soufflé analyze structure of logical relations
and suggests better data structure for fast exploration, and converts Datalog langauge to
corresponding C/C++ code. By this approach, some logical equations are solvable as
fast as manual solving with C/C++ language.
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